
INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS HANDOUT 8

Guidelines for Obiectives Effectiveness:
Getting ttYhat You Want

A way to remember these skills is to remember the term ,.DEAR MANi'

DESCRIBE

EXPRESS
ASSERIr
REINFORCE

(stay) frlxorul

Describe

Express

Assert

Reinforce
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APPEAR CONFIDENT
NEGOTIATE

Describe the current SITUAf,ION (if necessary).

Tell the person exactly what you are reacting to. stick to the facts.

Express your FEELINGS and OPINIONS about the situation.

Assume that your feelings and oiinions are not self-evident. Give
a brief rationale. Use phrases such as "I wantj' .'I don t want," in-
stead of "I needj' "You should," or "[ can't."

Assert yourself by ASKING fo?'what ,o,, *L, or SAyING NO
clearly.

Assume that others will not figure it out or do what you want un-
less you ask. Assume that others cannot read your mind. Don t ex-
pect others to know how hard it is for you ro ask directly for what
you want.

Reinforce or reward the person aheail of time by explaining
CONSEQUENCES.

- Tell the person the positive effects of getting what you want or need.
Tell him or her (if necessary) the negarive effects of your not getting
it. Help the person feel good ahead of time for doing or accipting
what you want. Reward him or her afterwards.

(cont.)
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INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS HANDOUT 8 (cont')

(stay) Mindful

"Broken record"

lgnore

Appear confident

Negotiate

Tirrn the tables

Keep your focus ON YOUR OBJECTMS'

Maintain your position. Don't be distracted'

Keep asking, saying no' or expressing your opinion over and over

and over.

If another person attacks, threatens, or tries to change the subiect,

ignore the threats, comments, or attempts to divert you' Don't

,Irpord to attacks. Ignore distractions. Just keep making your point'
i

;'
Appear EFFEq.fiVE and comPetent.

Use a confident voice tone and physical manner; make good eye con-

tact. No stammering, whispering, staring at the floor, retreating,

saying "I'm not sure]' etc.

Be willing to GIVE TO GET. Offer and ask for alternative solu-

,io.rr,o tf,e problem. Reduce your request' Maintain no, but offer

to do sometiri.rg else or to solve the problem another way. Focus

on what will work.

Tirrn the problem over to the other person. Ask for alternative solu-

tions: "Vhat do you think we should do?" "['m not able to say yes'

and you seem to really want me to. what can we do here?" "How

can we solve this Problem?"
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Other ideas:
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